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1. Imagine Me & You (2005)

RECENT COMMENTS
Hmmmm...
Posted by SterlingMB
About: Morning Brew - Tues. Nov. 20: Gia's exgirlfriend remembers her, a new lesbian rom com in
the works (8)

Don't Lose Hope
Posted by Ravyn
About: "Chicago Fire" recap (1.6) “Is your sister
around?” (5)

Control

Starring: Piper Perabo, Lena Headey Director: Ol Parker

Posted by I.encourage.the.impossible

Having already solidified herself as a lesbian favorite from Lost & Delirious, Piper Perabo starred

About: Pop Theory: Using People (as Things) (1)

in this romantic comedy with a delightful lesbian twist. Interestingly enough, the film was first
written to be straight-forwardly straight, which Piper's Rachel leaving her new husband for

Yum :)

another man. But when that felt too conventional, the script changed and Lena Headey was

Posted by erin

given the pivotal part as a ginger-haired flower shop owner that wooed Rachel's heart, even on
her wedding day. With a sweet soundtrack and feel-good ending, it's clear that AfterEllen.com

About: Casey Legler: Our new favorite woman working
as a male model (4)

readers prefer a lesbian love story that has a happily-ever-after.
Gah
Our review of "Imagine Me & You"
2. I Can't Think Straight (2008)

Posted by Ms Mae
About: "Lost Girl" teases with a trailer and our first Dr.
Hotpants sighting (10)
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Starring: Lisa Ray, Sheetel Sheth Director: Shamim Sarif
Written and directed by an out lesbian, this film was one of the first and best depictions of two
Middle Eastern women from different backgrounds falling for one another. The follow-up to
Sarif's The World Unseen had all kinds of conflicts happening for the women at its center, but
never lost its way. It also made lesbian icons of the actresses, and Sheth will reprise her role as
Leyla in the upcoming web adaptation.
Our review of "I Can't Think Straight"
3. Kiss Me/Kyss Mig (2011)

Starring: Ruth Vega Fernandez, Liv Mjönes Director: Alexandra-Therese Keining
It's interesting to see how high a film released in the last year can rank so high on the list of
Best Lesbian/Bi Films Ever, but it's no surprise that it was Kiss Me. The Swedish film about
step-sisters-to-be who find themselves with an unexpected attraction is well-written, beautifullyshot and incredibly acted. It's based on similar circumstances from the writer-director's real life,
which gives it an added element of lesbian appeal.
Our review of Kiss Me
4. Elena Undone (2010)
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Starring: Rebecka Liljeberg, Alexandra Dahlström Director: Lukas Moodysson
In this Swedish coming-of-age story, a young lesbian with no friends and depressing life in a
rundown town has a crush on a beautiful popular girl at her school. What starts as unrequited
love ends in their being outed as a couple, but a vague yet positive conclusion kept us happily
believing Elin and Agnes could make it through anything. A teen movie that is without
cheesiness or cliched coming out moments, Show Me Love was lauded as a must-see film by
straight and gay film festivals alike, including the British Film Institute, the Berlin Film Festival
and GLAAD Awards.
Our review of "Show Me Love"
17. The World Unseen (2007)
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Starring: Lisa Rey, Sheetal Sheth, Parvin Dabas Director: Shamim Sarif
Adapted from her own novel of the same name, Shamim Sarif wrote and directed this historical
romance about two Indian South African who fall in love during Apartheid. Lisa Rey and Sheetal
Sheth also starred in Sarif's I Can't Think Straight, which came in at #2 on our list.
Our review of "The World Unseen"
18. When Night is Falling (1995)
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